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Mary Shelley had it

all—a love life that

inspired poetry, spine-

tingling horror, scandal,

tragedy. Shelley—the

daughter of the women’s

rights advocate Mary

Wollstonecraft and the

political philosopher

William Godwin—grew

up among scientists and

artists. She later ran

away with a renowned

(and married) romantic

poet, Percy Bysshe

Shelley, and then,

inspired by a dream,

penned the novel for

which she’s best known
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mad-scientist-inspired

designers as Mathieu

Mirano) to

Twilight—may be traced

back to Shelley.

In a new book The Lady and Her Monsters, published by William Morrow and

out tomorrow, Roseanne Montillo investigates the nineteenth-century author’s

real-life inspirations. This is Montillo's first book, and she became interested in

Shelley after teaching a class at Emerson College called "Forbidden Knowledge."

Here, Montillo talks about fashion, feminism, and the lost art of letter writing.

ELLE: Why do we keep going back to the Romantic period for inspiration?

Roseanne Montillo: It was a wonderful time for creativity. People felt that if

you could revel in nature your creative powers would be enhanced. I think

there’s something special about that. Still today, with fashion, it’s a way to

express yourself, a way to connect and to tell people who you are and what you

do, a way to just find your place. It’s not that different from what poets and

scientists and writers were trying to do in Mary Shelley’s time.

ELLE: How did having such a well-known feminist for a mother impact Mary?

RM: Her mother believed in love and education, going after what you

want—marriage wasn’t really the most important thing in the world. She

believed in equality. Mary’s mother, I think, was a little bit less restricted [than

she was]. She followed her heart a little bit more. She was a trailblazer. When

you have such a powerful woman [for a mother], you have someone to look up

to, but you can also see the flaws in that kind of lifestyle.
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ELLE: Your book is full of incredible details. For example, Percy Shelley

courted Mary by accompanying her on visits to her mother’s grave. How did you

find out those things?

RM: Her diaries and her letters—those were very, very important, and

[contained] details that I could not have found anywhere else. We’re so used to

e-mails that really we don’t get the full-blown feeling of a person [in our

correspondences], and to find out what they were wearing and eating, and most

of all feeling and thinking about one another was incredible. It opened up a

whole window into a different era, a different view of women.

ELLE: Did any contemporary writers come to mind as you were researching

Mary Shelley?

RM: Not in particular, but Mary’s idea of dreams and fiddling with nature and

science are all very much alive and well. When you think of a great gothic horror

story, you think of her. She’s the mastermind of this influence.

Read the latest breaking culture news.
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